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SITE SAFE 
AUTO-BRAKED TROLLEYS 
COMPLIANT WITH BS EN 1757-3: 2002



AUTO-BRAKED  
PANEL TROLLEY 
n  Safe Working Load = One Tonne 

n  Quick & easy to load from one side 

n  Easy to push, pull, steer and park 

n  Turns 180 degrees on its own axis 

n  Easy adjustment for standard 
    panel sizes up to 3,000mm 

n  Stops IMMEDIATELY when the 
    brake bar is released… 
    NO FORCE REQUIRED 

n  Patented ‘Tilt-Resist’ Design 
    significantly reduces the risk 
    of musculoskeletal injuries

Depressing a simple foot pedal allows the Panel Trolley’s 
central castor assembly to rotate freely; allowing sideways 
movement towards a work area, or for parking up to a wall.

Advanced, swivel 
castors, with optimal 
rigidity and elasticity 
in the tread, minimise 
rolling resistance; 
enabling the Panel 
Trolley to be pushed 
and steered without 
applying undue force, 
or excessive effort.

The self-retracting tie-down 
system, with weather-resistant 

construction and auto-torque 
ratchet, features a heavy-duty 

strap and vinyl-coated hook. 
 

Multiple location points  
allow varying load sizes  

to be secured quickly  
and safely…  
and no more  

fighting with a  
tangled mess  

of straps.

The full width handle and brake 
bar arrangement encourages 

good posture for safe,  
efficient pushing, and  

provides all-round  
protection for the  
operator’s hands.

Adjustable stop  
positions for standard  

panel sizes ensures  
the load is always  
aligned centrally.

Tested and  
certified to  
BS EN 1757-3:2002

                      Auto-Braked              Typical 
                     Panel Trolley       2-Sided Trolley 
                   2-MAN OPERATION    4-MAN OPERATION 

Payload                   966 kg                       924 kg 

Gross Weight          1106 kg                     1049 kg 

STARTING          348 Nm                680 Nm 

ROLLING             78 Nm                 270 Nm 

STEERING           190 Nm                356 Nm 

STOPPING        NO FORCE            1400 Nm 
                       REQUIRED

Propulsion Forces Required 
WITH A FULL PAYLOAD



AUTO-BRAKED  
LOAD TROLLEY 

AUTO-BRAKED  
DUCTWORK TROLLEY 
The Auto-Braked Ductwork 
Trolley facilitates the easy 
movement and safe storage of 
ductwork loads of up to 750kg. 
 
It is a mandatory requirement for 
ductwork stored on construction 
sites to be covered with protective 
tarpaulins to reduce the risk of 
accidental injury, and to prevent the 
ingress of site dust and debris. 
 
Exposed sections of spiral ducting are 
extremely sharp, and a potential 
danger to site personnel, and 
discarded tarpaulins can present a 
potential trip hazard. 
 
MEP Hire’s Ductwork Trolley 
resolves both of these issues with 
integral heavy-duty end sheets that 
can be independently secured with 
elastic bungee straps to achieve the 
optimum length to protect the 
quantity of ductwork being carried 
or stored. 
 
The adjustable 2-tier storage enables 
separation of different diameters, 
and the Ductwork Trolley’s mobility 
allows ductwork to be brought 
quickly to the current work area, and 
just as easily moved to allow free 
passage for other site movements, 
or to follow an installation as it 
progresses.

n  Safe, mobile storage solution 

n  Safe Working Load = 750kg 

n  Adjustable 2-tier storage 

n  Ductwork lengths up to 3m 

n  2-man Auto-Brake operation 

n  Automatically braked when stationary 

n  Units can be stacked for transport

The Auto-Braked Load 
Trolley is designed to 
enable safe, secure and 
easy transfer of goods and materials 
from the loading bay, to the work area, 
and around the construction site. 
 
n  Easy transfer of heavy goods 

n  Safe Working Load = 2000kg 

n  2-man Auto-Brake operation 

n  Brakes applied and ‘ON’ when stationary 

n  Stackable for transport to site 

n  Forklift slots both sides 

 
The Load Trolley has a payload 
capacity of up to 2 tonnes, and 
conveniently-located anchor points 
enable the load to be strapped down 
easily for safe transit and, with a compact 
footprint of 1010mm x 1560mm, the Load 
Trolley can usually access commercial lifts 
for transfer of loads to different floors.

Designed for 2-man operation, 
the Auto-Braked Load Trolley 
has a brake lever handle on 

each side; both levers must be 
operated at the same time to 

move the trolley, and 
releasing either 

lever will stop 
the trolley.
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CUT SAFE 
Cutting Station PLUS 

 

The patented mobile Cutting Station PLUS has been 
designed to offer maximum safety, accessibility and 
durability. 

The unit provides open front access with protective 
curtains and non-flammable, fire retardant Class 0 
acoustic foam soundproofing. Integral roller supports 
extend to suit different lengths and types of material. 

This highly durable mobile work bench is extremely  
versatile and enables safe working around site.  

The hard-wearing textured work surface is  
weatherproof, and the secure 0.4m3 storage area  
features a heavy-duty steel shelf and two doors  
secured with 5-lever deadlocks.  
Includes 100mm Material Vice and 150mm Pipe Vice.

WORK SAFE Heavy-Duty Work Bench

CARRY SAFE Pipe Rack  

The mobile Pipe Rack is easy to move around  
between work areas and provides maximum  
storage space. The heavy-duty welded  
construction is built to last, and is load-tested  
to 2 tonnes, but it’s also fully collapsible and  
stackable to simplify transport and storage.  
Steel mesh base provides additional storage  
for boxed components.

STORE SAFE Fittings Cabinet  
The Fittings Cabinet features three heavy duty steel  
shelves; two fixed, plus a smooth-sliding, stowable  
lower shelf to allow storage of larger items.  

The secure, anti-theft doors are both fitted with a pair 
of 5-lever deadlocks, keyed to match, and 15 durable 
storage bins are included. Fork lift access slots simplify 
loading and offloading, and secure anchor points 
facilitate tethering during transit.

STORE SAFE 
Tool Vault Range 
 

Available in two sizes, these Tool Vaults have heavy-duty 
gas struts, and are the ultimate in secure site storage for 
your tools and equipment.  

The small Tool Vault has two fixed padlocks, keyed to 
match, and the large Tool Vault, fitted with five-lever locks, 
is virtually impenetrable by unauthorised persons.

PIPE SAFE 
Pipe Store Range 
 

The heavy-duty steel plate Pipe Store can  
be supplied in two lengths: 3000mm and 6000mm. 
Sections are bolted and padlocked together on-site to provide  
secure mobile storage for pipes and other long items.  

Internally, the space is divided into four sections for easy separation  
of pipe types and sizes, and the access door is secured with a 5-lever deadlock.


